Suppose E is a Banach space, T: E-*E is a continuous linear operator, and ƒ££. Browder and Petryshyn [l] have recently considered the solution of the equation u -Tu=f by means of the Picard iteration x"+i = Tx n +f which generates the sequence of approximations {x n } defined by
Suppose E is a Banach space, T: E-*E is a continuous linear operator, and ƒ££. Browder and Petryshyn [l] have recently considered the solution of the equation u -Tu=f by means of the Picard iteration x"+i = Tx n +f which generates the sequence of approximations {x n } defined by (1) Xn = T»X 0 + ( Z) r*" 1 ) ƒ•
The principal result of [l] is that if T is asymptotically convergent (i.e., {T n x} converges (strongly) for each #££), then the following are true: (a) If ƒ is in the range of ƒ-T, then for any XQE.E the sequence {x n } defined by equation (1) above converges to a solution u of the equation u -Tu=f. (b) If, for some tfoGiï, some subsequence {x nj } of {x n } converges to some y ZEE, then y -Ty=f and \x n ) converges to y. (c) If £ is reflexive and {a?»} is bounded, then \x n \ converges to a solution of the equation u -Tu = ƒ. We will generalize this result by subsuming it as a special case of a (new) mean ergodic theorem for affine mappings. Our ergodic theorem is an extension of the mean ergodic theorem of Eberlein [3] for semigroups of linear operators. As another special case, we find that an iterative solution of u -Tu=f using Cesàro means of the Picard iterates is possible under conditions on T which are considerably weaker than asymptotic convergence. Statement (b) above will be strengthened by showing that if {x n } has a subsequence {x nj } which converges weakly to some y£E, then y -Ty=f and {x n } converges (strongly) to y. Notice that statement (c) is an immediate corollary of this strengthened version of (b), since closed spheres in a reflexive space are weakly sequentially compact.
Eberlein [3] showed that if G is an ergodic semigroup (of continuous linear operators on E), and if {A a :aÇzD} is any system of almost invariant integrals for G, and if xÇzE such that the net {^4«^: a£Z)}
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[March has a weak cluster point y&E, then y = \im a A a x (strongly), and Ty=y for all TÇzG. The set {x: #££ and lim a A a x exists} is called the ergodic subspace of E with respect to G (it is independent of which particular system {A«:aÇzD} of almost invariant integrals for G is used). We will say that the ergodic semigroup G is asymptotically convergent provided the ergodic subspace of E with respect to G is £ (i.e. for any system {.4 «:#££>} of almost invariant integrals for G, lim a A a x exists for all xÇzE). Eberlein [3] proved that if {A a : a£Z>} is a system of almost invariant integrals for the asymptotically convergent semigroup G, and if Q: E-*E is defined by Qx = lim a A a x for all xE:E, then Q is a continuous linear operator, and Q 2 = Q=UQ = QU for any Z7£G or t/ = any A a .
Suppose {A a : aÇzD} is a system of almost invariant integrals for the asymptotically convergent semigroup G, and Q is defined by We omit the proof of Theorem 1, since it is quite similar to the proof given below for Theorem 2. If one restricts attention to sequences, then the following stronger result can be obtained. 
Condition (M2) insures that s n (t) is indeed a polynomial. Define
A n = a n (T), S n = s n (T) for each n. THEOREM 
Suppose G=\l, T, T 2 , • • • } is a» asymptotically convergent semigroup, and {A n \ = {a n (T)} is a system of almost invariant integrals f or G, and Q is defined by Qx = lim n A n xfor allxÇzE. Then {S n } = {s n (T)} is a system of companion integrals for {A n } with respect to T.

OUTLINE OF PROOF. (1-t)s n (t) = l-a n (t) yields (SI) immediately.
Dividing out s n (t) = (1-a n (/))/(l -/), one finds that S n = s n (T) can be written
(2)
S n = £ (l -£ a n *) 7^.
Operating on both sides with Q, and using the linearity of Q together with QT'~l = Q, one obtains QS n =<l>(n)Q where <t>{n) = ( ]£jL x ja ni ) -1. The proof that lim n <t>{n) = + °° is a fairly straightforward computation using the matrix properties (Ml), (M2), (M3). Q.E.D.
In the light of Theorem 3, Theorem 2 now specializes to give immediately the following result. Ordinary asymptotic boundedness, regularity, and convergence for an operator T are obtained by taking A to be the infinite identity matrix in the above definition. The following result is an immediate corollary of Eberlein's mean ergodic theorem [3] . THEOREM 
A continuous linear operator T on a Banach space E is asymptotically A-convergent if and only if: (a) T is asymptotically A -bounded, and (b) T is asymptotically A-regular, and (c) {4 n #} clusters weakly f or each #££.
Taking A to be the infinite identity matrix, we get the following immediate corollary. Of course, if T is asymptotically A -convergent, then Theorem 4 provides an iterative method for the solution of u -Tu = ƒ. Browder and Petryshyn [l] showed that if £ is a Hubert space, and T: E-^E is a continuous linear selfadjoint operator with ||TJ|^1, then T is asymptotically convergent if and only if -1 is not an eigenvalue of T. With ^4=C = the Cesàro matrix, it is easily seen that the continuous linear operator T on the Hubert space E is asymptotically C-convergent provided only that || T\\ ^ 1 (or even || T n \\ S M for all n). We refer to Eberlein [3, pp. 223, 224] for even weaker conditions (in Banach spaces) under which an operator T is asymptotically Cconvergent.
